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Levine, Robert A. The Arms Debate. Cambridge; Harvard Univer­
sity Press, 1963. 347p. 
This is an im1iortant book, but its mis loading titlo may deny 
it tho attent.ion it deserves from military readers. Lcvino, a Hand 
economist on leave at Harvard, attempts to analyze various 
approaches to weapons policy and therefore to strategics, by 
isolating the 'values' (basic assumptions) underlying each 
approach and establishing the areas of necessary disagreement. 
and of possible cooperation. 'Debates over Strategic Alternatives' 
would have been a more accurate and more appealing Utle. He 
rules out the dogmatists on tho extremes-the 'better Hed than 
dead' school vs. the 'do-it-now' anticommunist school, while 
conceding the impact of their simple arguments on public opinion. 
Botween the extremes is u broad middle ground which, he argues, 
is generally in agreement on values but is unaware of it, since 
the values of this group are not explicit and are often unconscious. 
The basic questions are analytical, not fundamental. Can deter­
rence work and will it be fairly stable'/ lf it does not, is escala­
tion inevitable? Levine leaves those questions unanswered. 'But 
his presentation of the answers that can reasonably be given on 
both sides pulls one's thinking out of ruts, for it shows the 
weaknesses not only in on0 1s antagonists' positions but in one's 
own. All in all, The Arms Debate is a valuable corrective to 
strategic myopia. 
International Law in a Changing World. Dobbs Ferry, N.Y.; 
Oceana, 196:J. 125p. 
Tho theme common to this colloction of 13 essays by lawyers, 
international civil servants, and scholars of world reputation is 
that the techniques of law offer invaluable assistance in develop­
ing an orderly and harmonious relationship among men. Because 
technology has contributed new opportunities for conflict and an 
increasing capacity to inflict injuries, there is unusual unanimity, 
even among Soviet jurists, in concluding that international law 
has a role in world affairs. l'he differences reflected by these 
essays arc substantial, however. Professor Tunkin of the Soviet 
Union, in a brief contribution, reflects the profound conservatism 
that characterizes the Russian view of international law in its 
emphasis upon the need for precise agreement and its distrnst 
of any sort of compulsory international jurisdiction. In contrast 
is the essay by Dag Hammarskjold, which discloses a far less 
rigid and pessimistic outlook, and which suggests some of the 
practical contributions of customary international law generally, 
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